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As one of the most spectacular natural harbours in the world, Sydney Harbour is best
enjoyed onboard one of the daily Sydney cruises. Located in Port Jackson, Sydney
Harbour is home to architectural wonders like the iconic Sydney Opera House and
Harbour Bridge, both of which render a visit to Australia incomplete without touring. As
the bustling state capital of South Wales, Sydney is one of the most beautiful cities in the
world and viewing it from the picturesque harbour is an experience that every visitor will
cherish.
With its incredible promontories and abundant reserves, Sydney Harbour is one of the
most popular tourists destinations in the city. Sydney cruises begin at the scenic
Campbells Cove Pontoon and, depending upon guest's preferences, the cruise vessel can
transport passengers to the ever popular tourist location of the historic Taronga Zoo with
its incredible presentation of local and exotic birds, reptiles and animals. Or passengers
may be delivered to the relaxing Quarantine Beach, which is also surrounded by beautiful
bush.
Sydney cruises offer special group cruises, individual packages and exquisite dinner
cruises. Passengers are delighted at the hospitality extended toward them by a friendly,
knowledgeable staff always onboard to assure the best cruising experience. With safety
being of primary concern a qualified skipper is onboard during every excursion, as are
highly trained and experienced deckhands.
Fine gourmet dining is available with most packages, which includes drinks and desserts.
When making cruise reservations, guests with special dietary needs are advised to notify
the booking agent so that special accommodations may be made. For larger groups,
exquisite catering specials are available making Sydney cruises one of the most luxurious
dining experiences around, Spectacular sights combined with delectable courses make
each trip one that that is certain to impress even the most discerning guests.
In a friendly and fun atmosphere, Sydney cruises offer guests more than just warm sun
and a scenic excursion. Passengers can enjoy a lazy afternoon of dining, relaxing and
sunbathing, or a more adventurous afternoon of swimming, kayaking and fishing during
the cruise. With hours to spend onboard a vessel fully equipped for a variety of activities,
all ages are able to enjoy the diverse activities offered on Sydney cruises.
With just over 4 million people residing in Sydney, the city is a bustling hub of activities
that locals and tourists alike can enjoy. From lavish beaches and world-famous
monuments, Sydney is a city alive with history and pulsating with entertainment. The
incredible harbour is considered the jewel of Sydney and is constantly brimming with
traffic from ferries, private yachts, cruise liners and commercial cargo vessels streaming
in and out of the popular ports. Cruises offer visitors a chance to feel a part of the
harbour's pulsing action and get some fantastic photographs of some of the most
spectacular sights in all of Australia.

One day spent enjoying Sydney cruises is all that it takes to create lasting memories.
Whether taken individually, with a group or chartered for a special event, Sydney cruises
are available to allow everyone the opportunity to enjoy the harbour in unparalleled
scenic luxury.

